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Mythology is a book about Greek Mythology written by Edith Hamilton, a well-known author known for her works regarding ancient western life. The book is a compilation of Greek myths organized in a way that is easy to understand and engaging to follow. The book contains many characters because of the variety of Gods and heroes in Greek mythology. Many myths in the book are well-known stories however there are also lesser-known stories making the book valuable even to people who already know some Greek mythology. I decided to read this book because I enjoy Greek mythology, especially because it ties in historic events and real locations. The many characters and their drastically different personalities keep the stories interesting, and the illustrations provide a good idea of what ancient Greek culture was like. Anyone who likes history or even fantasy should consider this book. The cover shows the hero Perseus riding his winged horse Pegasus holding the head of the iconic monster Medusa. I like this cover because it shows a famous myth that many would recognize. This book was very interesting, and I would rate it an 8/10.
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